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I co-host a podcast about narrative in video
games and nothing infuriates me more than the
term ‘girl gamer’, and often any woman who
enjoys video games is given this label. ‘Girl
gamer’ is problematic for several reasons. The
term itself highlights gender binaries; there
are ‘gamers’ and ‘girl gamers’, implying that
being a female gamer is not the norm. The
term is usually derogatory, with connotations
of fraudulence, challenging female gamers to
justify their interest and defend their space in
the gaming community.
There’s also a false perception by gaming
companies of the types of games females want
to play. According to a 2013 study from The
Entertainment Software Association, 48% of
the gaming population is female, and yet there
is still a notion of games aimed at women.
Why should women need a specific range of
games? This idea of gendering games is linked
to the larger ridiculous societal issue of gender
binaries and roles. Early video game adverts
often objectified women and used their bodies
to sell products to a perceived audience of
young straight male teens. Women have faced
discrimination in industries considered to be
‘male spaces’, technology being one of them.
These environments were seen as hostile to
women, so few women would be prepared to
constantly battle against the discrimination;
fewer women would receive opportunities and
recognition, and perpetuate the cycle for other
women who wanted to enter these spheres.
Sadly, this isn’t an exclusive problem to the
world of video games.
We need more female characters within the

video games themselves, and having
diverse creators in the industry will feed
into the narratives we are creating.
We need women on the covers, as
protagonists. We don’t need more
passive sex objects, rewards for the
player, or background decoration. There
needs to be a diverse and inclusive
range of characters more generally
represented to reflect the varied world
we inhabit.
The Gamergate controversy of 2014
brought out the very worst stereotypes
of gamers: angry young men in their
parents’ basement playing first person
shooters. This is an offensive and
fiercely outdated stereotype, which
perpetuates misconceptions about the
gaming community. For those of you
lucky enough not to have been exposed
to it, Gamergate was a harassment
campaign which took place primarily on
social media, but had a shocking impact
on the real lives of the individuals it
targeted.
The harassment of Gamergate began
primarily with Zoe Quinn, creator of Depression
Quest – an interactive fiction written on Twine
and released on Steam, and one of the most
challenging and moving Interactive Fictions
I’ve experienced. The trolls also targeted
Brianna Wu, Anita Sarkeesian, and many other
supporters of equal representation in the video
game industry. Anyone who denounced the
perpetrators of harassment became targets
themselves. They were subjected to verbal

The F-Word in Video Games
Katalina Watt is a writer and podcaster from the UK, currently living
in Vancouver. She co-hosts ‘More Than a Pair’, a podcast on narrative
in video games, and is a graduate of English Literature from the
University of Glasgow. She has insatiable wanderlust, and can often be
found smashing the patriarchy and dancing to jazz.
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abuse, and threatened with
violence and sexual assault.
Language used by the trolls
was shocking and represented
the darkest corners of the
Internet and the patriarchy. It
also denounced the creative
and professional successes
of these individuals, as well
as invading their privacy and
threatening their personal
safety and autonomy. We
should all be disgusted and
outraged by the perpetrators
of Gamergate, and I think
it’s extremely important
to consider that online
harassment is as serious as
harassment in real life.

Of course, I do truly believe
this is the loud minority. The
perpetrators of Gamergate
are not your typical gamer,
nor the type of person I want
associated with the term
‘gamer’. The reaction to the
Gamergaters makes me proud
of the gaming community
and feminism more generally.
People loudly shouted back,
supporting the ideas of
feminism these figures were
promoting and calling out the
misogyny and unsound logic
behind the arguments of the
Gamergaters.

continue in this way, by
presenting tired tropes
and archetypes of female
characters. Of course, there
have always been feminist
creators and content in
games, and I want my pop
culture to be feminist. I want
more women in games. I want
to live in a world where being
a feminist isn’t considered
strange or dangerous, it is
considered the norm.

The gaming industry cannot
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But What Will They Mean For Women?
Juliana Crema

When I first decided that I wanted to
contribute to this edition of the F-Word, I
was quite set out on writing an academic
article. I intended to write a very formal
review of Linda Williams’ publication from
1986 titled, “But What Will They Mean for
Women? Feminist Concerns About the New
Reproductive Technologies” in an effort to
compare reproductive technologies from
over thirty years ago, to now. However, as
a 20-something woman living in the world
today, I felt that my frustration would be
more illustrious in comparing the ideologies
behind reproductive technologies from 1986
to today.

her concern about the blatant absence of
female scientists, and the fact that research
was not being conducted based on what was
important to women.

In her publication, Linda Williams describes
how with the advancement of reproductive
technologies, there has been a distinct
absence of a feminist voice throughout
this process. She expresses her concern
over not only the absence of a feminist
perspective, but of the lack of a female
perspective. Some of her main concerns
from the 1980s were the deficit of control
she perceived women would have over these
technologies and how this deficit would
encourage the mentality that a woman’s role
in life was to be a mother, and to nurture a
child. This idea of conformity would itself
nurture an alliance between medicine and
government, thus leaving women out of the
equation altogether. Rather than delve into
the examples that Williams discusses in her
piece, I want to focus on these broader ideas
and how they are still all-too relevant today.

I am a feminist who believes in the power of
choice, and in the fight to protect a person’s
choice because that is the most effective
way to express oneself. The discussion of
reproductive technologies all comes down to
choice, and folks should be able to choose
how and when they want to start a family, if
they do at all. Williams raises the point that
having kids is seen as having “accepted
and [as] living out their correct gender role
identity”. This statement is problematic in
that it protects a norm and alienates those
who do not align themselves as such. In
reality, who are we to judge what someone
else’s “correct gender role identity” is? How
is it even remotely a concern to another
individual, other than making their shared
space comfortable and welcoming?

What I find absolutely astounding, and
what still continues to shock me, is
the interference of men in the field of
reproduction. In 1986, Williams expresses
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Despite being first stated thirty years ago,
I still find this of grave concern today. The
lack of control and choice a woman has over
her reproductive capabilities is absolutely
revolting. I feel as though it has only recently
become ‘acceptable’ that a woman decides
she wants a career over a family. The fact
that this is even a discussion proves just how
little we as a society have advanced, and just
how unaccepting we are.

We live in a time where the government
and its various officials are continuously
trying to take away our autonomy. The field
of medicine has turned into a capitalist
enterprise, along with the majority of other
industries. Capitalism as an ideology and as
a global order deliberately blocks the ability

Photo by Christine Jean-Baptiste | www.notaphasemom.com

of a person to exercise autonomously based
off of their individual experience. Personal
experience is not a factor in capitalist
equations, and so those in need of protection
are not able to seek the help they need,
because the help is not being offered at all.
If we want to advance at all, we as a society
need to work together to change how our
world functions. As long as globalization is
motivated by capitalism, we will continue on
the path of reducing individuals to groups,
and applying a socially constructed identity
that they do not relate to. To take away a
person’s humanity is the most dangerous
thing we as a society can do, and so we
must fight to maintain our sense of identity.
Only then is there a chance that we can
move towards a discussion of reproductive
technologies which is led by women and
focuses upon women and their needs.
I am very sorry to say that things have not
progressed much since 1986, but let’s work
towards change so in another thirty years
the feminists reviewing this publication can

proudly say that they are living in a world
which welcomes their voices and embraces
their feminist expression.
Williams, L. (1996). But What Will They Mean for Women? Feminist
Concerns About the New Reproductive Technologies. Feminist
Perspective, 6, pp. 1-31.

Juliana Crema is originally from
Vancouver, but moved to Ottawa
to complete a degree in Political
Science and History at the University
of Ottawa. She is currently
completing a Master’s in European
Politics and Society in Prague.
Juliana works to emphasize the
importance of
a feminist
perspective
and loves to
explore new
countries
and try new
experiences!
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Not Your Fetish
Not Your Fetish was painted by Laurena Finéus and depicts
the sexualization of East Asian women in the media and in the
sex industry. It is a commentary on how often they’re seen as
an ‘exotic’ product to be consumed by western culture.

8

Culture Blaming
they do not ask if i am okay or if i would like
some water
and i say please
instead they look at my clothes
but they are not looking for blood on them
they are looking at my clothes
and they ask if i had been drinking
they do not ask if anyone had slipped
something into it
instead they ask if i go out a lot, to places like
that
i say i go out when i want to
and they ask why i am being so difficult
i tell them that i would like some water
please
some water please
instead they poke me with a needle and draw
blood
draw blood
and so i stand up to get the water myself
and my movements are met with a series of
sit downs and be careful and let me get it for
you, you’re too fragile, don’t be so forward,
that is how you get into trouble
and i think i believe it

Written by Leah Coppella
9

ARTiculations, 39 oeuvres, 39 femmes
Gabrielle Lemire

Le Studio Sixty Six est situé dans
le Glebe, dissimulé dans un bloc
appartement. Depuis 2013, cette galerie
présente les oeuvres contemporaines
d’artistes émergents et est administrée
uniquement par des femmes. L’exposition
ARTICULATIONS présentait 39 oeuvres
dont les styles différaient autant que le
style vestimentaire des 39 femmes dont
les oeuvres étaient exposées. Ce sont une
centaine d’amateurs d’art tout emmitouflés
qui ont déambulé dans le Studio le jeudi 30
novembre.

Alexandre Aimée Rivet aborde la réalité
des femmes en disant: « Il faut se lever en
tant que femme. Si on ne s’entraide pas,
qui est-ce qui va nous aider?» La jeune
artiste métisse affirme ne jamais avoir
vraiment trouvé une place pour son art. Les
visages aux yeux clos ou à demi ouverts
sont caractéristiques de ses peintures qui
évoquent sa réalité en tant que femme ainsi
que celle de sa mère, de sa grand-mère et
de toutes les femmes réunies. Pour elle, «
chaque pièce est une évolution de la pièce
précédente ».

Au début de l’exposition, le visiteur
entrait dans une cabine insonorisée pour
écouter une bande sonore rassemblant
les témoignages des artistes sur leur art
par rapport à leur identification en tant
que femme. Anne Wanda Tessier, une
artiste spécialisée dans l’imprimerie affirme
notamment: « Oui, je suis une artiste. Je
suis aussi une femme. Je suis une directrice
de production. Je suis une enseignante de
yoga. Je ne suis pas qu’une seule chose.
» D’autres abondaient en ce sens en
indiquant que les artistes exposées étaient
talentueuses et qu’elles soient des femmes
ou non, c’est le talent de ces femmes qu’il
faut valoriser.

L’exposition était tenue jusqu’au 6 janvier
2018. Toutefois, ce n’est
pas surprenant que cette
galerie émergente gérée
uniquement par des femmes
continue de surprendre le
public avec ses expositions
bien ficelées et d’actualité.
Studio Sixty Six ajoute
immanquablement à
la panoplie de lieux de
réseautage pour les femmes
de tous les milieux, toutes
les générations.

Gabrielle Lemire est étudiante de deuxième
année à l’Université d’Ottawa. Même si
elle étudie les relations publiques, elle se
passionne plutôt pour le secteur artistique
et culturel. Il est évident qu’elle ne pourrait
pas se passer de créer et de rencontrer de
nouveaux visages au quotidien.
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Not Your Fetish was painted by Laurena Finéus and depicts
the sexualization of East Asian women in the media and in the
sex industry. It is a commentary on how often they’re seen as
an ‘exotic’ product to be consumed by western culture.

Convertible
Maeve Stinson is a young artist currently in her last year of high school.
While mostly self taught, she hopes to be able to expand her artistic
horizons and attend art school within the coming years. She has a very
strong idea of what her artwork means to her, and the feelings she
attempts to portray through it. Convertible was copied from an image
taken by Alao Yokogi in 1989. This is Maeve’s first large painting she is
truly proud of. She chose to paint this image because the woman pictured
is a strikingly beautiful Asian woman. She finds that often in artwork, artists
shy away from painting any women of colour. They tend to only paint the
European standard of beauty and it is important to include women of colour
in artwork, given all women are art themselves.
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War as a Gender Discourse Issue
Leah Coppella
Understanding war as a
gendered issue is crucial to
equality. War is a gendered
issue that affects women
globally, whether they are
girl soldiers in Sierra Leone,
civilians in Aleppo, female
national security professionals
or stay-at-home mothers.
In order to begin the work
towards challenging the
injustice of women during
conflict, we must change the
gender discourse that exists in
war. Gender discourse during
war impacts national security
and civilian victimization.
The violence of war does not
discriminate in its effects on all
gender, and so, the discourse
surrounding it must follow the
same impartiality.
Gender discourse and its
social constructs impact
national security decisions and
processes. The majority of
these national security offices
are male, meaning that they
are also breeding grounds
for toxic and hegemonic
masculinity. A setting like
this fosters approaches to
war that are aggressive and
tend to be unsympathetic.
The toxic masculinity within
these spaces mean that an
emotional response is deemed
inappropriate, resulting in
lack of empathy and the
acceptance of civilian deaths.
Carol Cohn in War, Wimps and
Women: Talking Gender and
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Thinking War looks at how
masculinity dominates national
security offices. For example,
when a defense professional
expressed his concern for a
high number of civilian deaths,
he admitted that “It was awful.
[He] felt like a woman,” and
that “he was careful to never
blurt out anything like that
again”.

Image: Destroy this Mad Brute, Enlist U.S. Army Poster by Harry R. Hopps

Gender discourse in that
office meant that a concern
for fatalities was labeled
as feminine and thus,
unimportant. Once this
discourse reaches the public,
it is safe to say that it solidifies
the way society speaks about
war. In fact, this was particularly
evident during the Gulf War.
Cohn reports that “Gulf War
‘news’, as generated by the

military briefers, reported by
newscasters, and analyzed
by the television networks’
resident security experts,
was marked by its use of the
professional language of
defense analysis, nearly to
the exclusion of other ways
of speaking”. This shows the
trickle-down effect of the
language used in national
security offices. Boardroom
meeting conversations are
passed down, making their
way into the media rhetoric, to
the point where news outlets
only analyze defense using the
same language that is toxically
masculine. This masculine
language serves to reinforce
and normalize toxic masculinity
in popular discourse in war.
Civilian victimization is a
product of a society that
conceals women. Proof of this
societal norm is the civilian
deaths that are severely
underestimated and rarely
represented. The gendered
continuum of violence
continues, as nearly all civilian
females that are abducted
during war report sexual
violence and most of them
are raped. Officials frequently
conceal or fail to notice
females’ existence during
conflict. Amnesty International
stated just last year that the
United States “has not taken
enough precautions to avoid
civilian casualties in Syria and
has underestimated the impact

of its operations on civilians”.
Institutions from the military to education
too frequently fail to realize war’s effects
on families, culture and women’s health.
By reducing women to passive civilian
victims, as opposed to complex beings
with colourful lives and insights, their
deaths become easier to visualize and
accept, thus, much easier to ignore. The
invisibility of women harbors indifference,
apathy and detachment from what they
truly experience. Females are victims,
participants, and resisters of violence and
armed conflict in Angola, Sierra Leone,
Mozambique, Northern Uganda and all
over the world today.
Female bodies are also used as symbolic
objects for representing national ideals.
The protection of women as protection
of land and resources during war is
common in propaganda campaigns and
advertisement. A classic example of this
is Harry Ryle Hopps’ propaganda poster
for the United States army enlistment.
The poster, captioned ‘Destroy This
Mad Brute’, features a massive ape
abducting a young, beautiful woman.
Her breasts, uncovered, long hair
blowing and her hand thrown across her
forehead, suggesting a weak, defenseless
demeanor that is highly sexualized. She
represents liberty. She is a symbol for
national freedom, for
democracy. Her
body and posture

depict stereotypical gender roles, where
a helpless woman is overtaken, arguably
desecrated, by an evil man. The only
way to save her? A bloody fight. Laura
Sojberg and Jessica Peet argue that men
“who attack civilians are actually attacking
women specifically, not directly as women
but as symbolic centers of state, nation,
and the war effort of their enemies”. To
turn the female body into an object, an
intangible abstract depicting a national
ideal, is to diminish the value of them.
In order to realize the disproportionate
impact of war on women, we must start
with the way we speak about them. We
need to stop believing that the impact
of war on civilians as inevitable, we
need to stop devaluing women’s actions
during war, and we must challenge
the objectification of women to further
nationalist narratives during war but,
also outside of it. And to be the most
successful we can be, in talking about war,
we must remove the gender discourse
that hinders national development. By
speaking in a way that promotes gender
equality, we can approach security
effectively and empathetically.
Cohn, C. (1993). Wars, Wimps, and Women: Talking Gender
and Thinking War. Gendering War Talk, pp.227–248. Princeton
University Press.
Denov, M.S. (2010). Child Soldiers: Sierra Leone’s Revolutionary
United Front. Cambridge University Press.
Pfaffenbach, K. (2016, Oct 25). Amnesty says U.S. coalition
underestimated impact on civilians in Syria. Reuters News.
Sjoberg, L. & Peet, J. (2011). A(Nother) Dark Side of the
Protection Racket: Targeting Women in Wars. International
Feminist Journal of Politics, 13(2), pp.163–182.

Leah Coppella is a Journalism student at Carleton University.
Her writing ranges from feminist essays, weird fiction and
environmental journalism. She’s often seen drinking coffee
and reading a Stephen King novel. Leah hopes to blend her
passion for social justice and the environment with her love
for story telling.
Image: Solheimasandur Plane Wreck, Iceland by Benjamin Behre
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F.E.M.A.L.E
Mae Stamatakos
Roughly three months ago, a good friend
(in the best way possible), and straight up
of mine directed me toward this feminist
badass woman she was. Of course, my
magazine and proposed the idea that I write a
respect for her grew even more.
piece for it. I was overjoyed by the thought of
Sampa says she has been writing since she
having been presented such an opportunity;
was nine years old, though her career really
though I realized rather quickly I had no idea
took off at an underground free-style club
what to write about. It was only then, on a
in Sydney, Australia called the Foundry.
particularly rainy Sunday afternoon, while
It was with her sisters’ motivation and
perusing the depths of Spotify
support that Sampa decided to
and throwing together a new
go on stage herself and try
playlist, that I came across
out freestyling. People
the Great - Sampa the
were captured by
Great, that is. After
her voice and the
getting lost in her
message of her
poetic verse and
performance. It
powerful spokenwas there that
word structure
she met her
on a first listen,
current producer,
I dived into
Godriguez.
a few more
Having
of her songs;
experienced
and suddenly,
such myself
I knew. I knew
through just her
that I indeed
recordings, it comes
had no choice but
as no surprise that
to write my piece
the crowd at the club
about her and her
instantly fell deeply
message, so that I can
in
love
with her poise,
Image by Tafnaz
share with others the same
charisma, and incredible talent.
empowering experience that
Sampa incited in me.
One of the many things I admire about
Sampa is her fierce determination. In an
Although it was her mesmerizing voice and
interview with Hidzir Junaini, she stated
beats that caught my initial attention, it took
that there was a distinct moment where she
me no longer to fall in love with Sampa herself
fell in love with her craft during elementary
than it did with her music. After watching
school: a group of boys from her grade had
a few of her interviews and reading a few
put on a mini rap concert that captivated
articles about her online, it quickly became
Sampa. She asked the group if she could
evident what a hard-working, unapologetic
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take a shot at performing with them and
the group refused on the grounds that
she was a “girl”. To them, this meant she
was incapable of such. Thus, the story
of determination began, she went on to
become not only a great female rapper, but
by many standards, one of the most talented
in the current MC scene, period. Sampa
possesses this particularly distinct kind of
ability to see any and every boundary as
simply an obstacle to be overcome. That is
something that many of us fantasize about;
yet, never quite manage to be capable
of. Her ability to put every stereotype and
misconception about women to shame, and
hold all such matters close to heart while
managing to not take herself too seriously is
a thing deserving of the highest regard and
respect.
Like many female artists, Sampa had to
deal with a slew of producers who wanted
to make her into something other than
what she was. Specifically them wanting
to eliminate her integration of old-school
and African Jazz sub-genre style beats from
her music. Although she could have easily
succumbed to the pressure to do so, she
refused to be tampered with, and turned
down offers from many A-list producers that
sought to alter her music into something
other than her own. She followed her
instincts and settled for nothing less than
great; with a name like Sampa the Great
after all, it would of course have been rather
ironic to do otherwise.
My favourite Sampa song remains the
first one I heard, F.E.M.A.L.E. It riles my
yearning for standing up to the system and
naysayers alike on every listen. Also, for

me, it carries the nostalgic impact of being
my introduction to this powerful and proud
woman. It empowers me, and it inspires me;
it reminds me of how badass women around
the world are, and how successful we can be
by standing together, supporting each other,
and accepting nothing but the greatness we
deserve.
My good friend told me I could have
written my article about anything I wished.
I chose Sampa because I believe her songs
and messages have the ability to change
perspectives and narratives surrounding
the many questions and problems in our
modern world of separation and anxiety.
Sampa’s commentary on gender issues,
political fallout, and perpetuated systemic
racism sheds light on the fact that there
is much work left to be done, and in that
battle, we are stronger together. She stands
as a reminder and example to all women
that we are strong, resilient, beautiful, and
truly great. Her songs have empowered me,
her mind has inspired me, and I hope that
her verse might do the same for you, dear
reader. Even if rap is not usually your forte
(it didn’t used to be mine either), the music
of Sampa the Great can cater to any musical
taste. Whether it be for the insightful lyrics,
acutely constructed and distinct African Jazz
tone, powerful and omnipresent mood of
the beat, flow and vibration of the rhymescheme, the harmonizing of the residual
presence within your mind with that of
whom you know to be by your side in the
fight for your rights, or just the generally
catchy element to it, the music of Sampa
the Great will take you down the road of
greatness.

Mae Stamatakos is an aspiring writer and world traveller from
Ottawa. When she is not working, she can be found exploring
new bookstores, record shops, working on her blog, reading, or
travelling. She is currently preparing and planning for her next
backpacking trip to Europe and is set to leave in May.
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The F-ilm Industry
Cajsa Andersson
What is something most of us do almost
every day? Something that is very ordinary
but continues to remain substantially
impactful on all aspects of our lives
and our behaviour towards each other?
Doesn’t it sound like something very
important, like working or participating in
community activities? I’m simply talking
about partaking in the vast range of media
entertainment that is available to us.
Whether it’s legally or illegally, most of us
have found ways of enjoying TV shows,
movies and more. I don’t know about you,
but much of my life revolves around my
favourite TV shows and movies. Nothing is
better than snuggling up with some snacks
and watching a show, right?
Except sometimes you wonder what
happened throughout the creation of
certain characters, especially female
characters. I rarely feel like I can identify
myself with the female characters in
some movies, especially in blockbuster
ones. Not only are many movies maledominated, but the females written into
the stories lack agency, are passive, are
one-dimensional, and seem to only exist
in relation to what the men need. This
teaches people that women are supposed
to act a specific way, when in fact women
are as different and diverse as the number
of movies that exist in the world. Only
showing women to act and look a certain
way furthers the oppressional structures
and normative systems that control us
all. It also only selects a few women as
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“desirable”, while the rest of them are
rejected.
In attempt to highlight this problem, the
Bechdel-Wallace test was created by
Liz Wallace and made famous by Alison
Bechdel in her comic Dykes to Watch Out
For. To pass the test, a movie must fulfil
three simple conditions:
1. It should have at least two women
characters;
2. Who talk to each other;
3. About something other than a man.
That doesn’t seem too complicated, right?
As a female, I can confirm that I do talk to
other women about other things than men
— quite a lot actually!
This is obviously a very rudimentary test
which does not at all guarantee that
a movie is feminist, but despite this, a
surprisingly large number of movies do
not pass it at all, especially blockbuster
movies. Some famous movies that fail
the Bechdel test include: the original Star
Wars trilogy, The Little Mermaid, and
Avatar. To determine if your favourite
movie passes the test, it’s as easy as going
to http://bechdeltest.com, where people
list movies and put them to the test.
However, the point of this test is not
really to see if individual movies pass, but
rather to analyze the general trends in the
movie industry and other media outlets.
As you might have noticed, it is not too

hard to actually pass. For example, it
could be something as simple as two
women appearing once or twice, and
talking about making sandwiches or their
favourite nail polish. Those scenarios
continue to not be representative and
it certainly abides to the gender norms.
With that said, some additions to the test
have been proposed. It was proposed
that the characters are named or they
must talk to each other for more than sixty
seconds. Adding something like that to
the test could further the questioning of
movies and the way they present half of
the world’s population.
If women are constantly presented as
one-dimensional characters and always
revolve around men in media, oppressive
and sexist behavior in the real world will
continue to be justified. The male gaze
concept, created by Laura Mulvey, is a
feminist concept that points to this trend.
It describes how many of the depictions
of women in art and literature stem from
a masculine and heterosexual viewpoint,
which presents women as objects of
male pleasure. If we take a look at the
things going on behind the screen in
Hollywood, it further shows the pervasive
systemic problems
in the industry.
Male actors
are also paid

more (even though women have grossed
the same amount of money or more than
their male counterparts for the production
companies). As far as I know, only one
woman has ever won an Oscar for best
director, and the recent Harvey Weinstein
scandal certainly highlights the way
women are treated in the movie industry.
On top of all of this, it is extremely
important to mention that if a movie does
represent women, they will commonly
be white, straight, able-bodied women,
which often furthers the system of
oppression in society. The media affects
us a lot and what we see in the media
influences our thoughts about the things
around us. An intersectional approach to
movies where racialized, gay, trans, and
disabled women can feel represented,
would have an impact on society, and
perhaps remove some of the unfair
“normalization” and “idealness” given to
the dominate group of people. Things like
whitewashing, tokenism and stereotyping
are harmful, unjust, and plainly
unnecessary. They do not serve a purpose
whatsoever, not for the stories or anything
else, except making the dominant group
watching feel nice and comfortable.
In an ideal world, there would be a
movie industry where everyone watching
could feel represented in some way, and
hopefully we will get there someday!

Cajsa Andersson is a student from Sweden studying
in Ottawa in peace and development. She has a great
interest in social justice and feminism, as well as in
movies and books. Put those things together and an
interest in how the movie industry impacts society and
the prevaling norms regarding gender roles emerges.
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1:09

Flicks

-3:14

Hits

1. The Beguiled

Director Sofia Coppola

1. F.E.M.A.L.E

2. Wonder Woman

Sampa the Great

Director Patty Jenkins

2. LGBT

3. A United Kingdom

Lowell

Director Amma Asante

3. Queen

4. Lady Bird

Jully Black

Director Greta Gerwig

4. Hijabi (Wrap My Hijab)
Mona Haydar

5. You Got to Run (Spirit of the Wind)

5. We Can’t Make the
Same Mistake Twice

Buffy Sainte-Marie & Tanya Tagaq

Director Alanis
Obomsawin

Reads
1. The Hate U Give
by Angie Thomas

2. Today I Am A Boy
by Kim Fu

3. Men Explain Things to Me
by Rebecca Solnit

4. The Second Sex

by Simone de Beauvoir

5. But What Will They Mean
for Women
by Linda Williams

Fem Hits, Flicks & Reads
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1:09

-3:14

Hits

Films
1. Beauté Fatale
Réalisatrice Léa
Clermont-Dion

1. Femme de couleur

2. Aurore

Shy’m

Réalisatrice Agnès Jaoui

2. Mamie, mamie

3. LOL

Les sœurs Boulay

Réalisatrice Lisa Azuelos

3. Avenir

4. Maman? Non merci!

Louane

Réalisatrice Magenta
Baribeau

4. Avec le temps
Isleym

5. No et moi

5. Laisse tomber les filles

Réalisatrice Zabou
Breitman

Marième

Lectures
1. Manuel de résistance
féministe
de Marie-Ève Surprenant

2. Mauve désert

de Nicole Brossard

3. Parole de femme
d’Annie Leclerc

4. Peau noire, cheveu
crépu
de Juliette Sméralda

5. Maïna

de Dominique Demers

Hits, Films & Lectures Fem
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We asked women /
Nous avons demandé à des femmes :
What does feminism mean to you?
Que signifie le féminisme pour vous?

Sophie, 17

Esther, 22

Feminism is equal rights
and opportunities for all
genders.

Pour moi le mouvement féministe est une espace
qui réclame les injustices sociaux, culturelles ou
intellectuelles que subissent les êtres de sexe
féminin.

Haley,

Bhavika, 19

Having women know they can grow up
to be anything and have the same pay &
respect as others, without having to tell
them. We will just intrinsically know it.

Not being subjected
to traditional roles.

Rebecca,
Abigail,
Wholeness.
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Feminism is fighting for equality but
also fighting against the things that are
holding women back from reaching their
full potential.

Emmanuelle,

Maha, 23

Pour moi le féminisme c’est l’émancipation
et la résolution des problèmes liés aux
femmes.

Inclusion.

CRIAW celebrated its
42nd birthday!
Since 1976, CRIAW has been researching and documenting the economic and
social situation of women in Canada. This year we celebrate our 42nd anniversary
and in order to continue on in our mission, we need YOUR help!
Support CRIAW, support feminist research! CRIAW relies heavily on membership
and donations to continue doing our work.
Help us stay strong for another 42 years!
For more information visit our website or email us at info@criaw-icref.ca

L’ICREF a fêté sa
42ème anniversaire!
Depuis 1976, l’ICREF produit de la recherche féministe sur la position des femmes
au Canada dans les domaines sociaux, économiques et politiques. Cette année
marque notre 42e anniversaire et pour poursuivre notre mission, nous avons besoin
de VOTRE aide !
Soutenez l’ICREF, soutenez la recherche féministe! L’ICREF dépend énormément
sur nos membres et les dons pour continuer notre travail.
Aidez-nous à rester forte pour un autre 42 ans!
Pour plus d’informations visitez notre site web ou envoyez un courriel à info@criawicref.ca

New Publications /
nouvelles publications
Policy Briefing Note: Gender Equality
& The Royal Commission on the
Status of Women (2017)
Policy Briefing Note: Funding for
Women’s Organizations (2017)
Check out www.criaw-icref.ca/en/
catalog for more!
Visitez http://criaw-icref.ca/fr/catalog
pour d’autres!

NEWS

nouvelles
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Become a member of CRIAW!
The Canadian Research Institute for the Advancement of Women (CRIAW) is a charitable,
not-for-profit, member-driven organization. Since 1976, we have produced research,
publications, and events to advance women’s substantive equality in Canada. Using
intersectional feminist frameworks, CRIAW is inclusive and supports the rights of diverse
women in Canada.
CRIAW is easy to join.
Sign-up online and support feminist research in Canada!
http://criaw-icref.ca/membership

Devenir membre de l’ICREF!
L’Institut canadien de recherches sur les femmes (ICREF) est un organisme sans
but lucratif, de bienfaisance, dirigée par ses membres. Depuis 1976, nous avons
produit de la recherche, des publications et des événements pour faire progresser
l’égalité réelle des femmes au Canada. En utilisant des cadres d’analyses féministes
intersectionnelles, l’ICREF est inclusive et soutient les droits des femmes diverses
au Canada.
L’ICREF est facile à joindre.
Inscrivez-vous en ligne pour soutenir la recherche féministe au Canada!
http://criaw-icref.ca/fr/devenir-membre

The Feminist Word (a.k.a. The F-Word) was created by and for young Canadian feminists. We aim to
elevate the collective voices of young feminists through a platform that allows us to creatively express
our thoughts and priorities regarding women’s equality in Canada. Our goal is to provide a meaningful
space in which women aged 15 to 29 from across Canada can contribute to the women’s movement.
We welcome new submissions in English and French all year long, including articles, poetry, artwork,
photography, reviews (of literature, film, music), and stories. So send us your submission today and it
may be featured in an upcoming edition!
The Feminist Word was originally conceived by the following women: Sarah Baker, Stacy Corneau,
Rachelle DeSorcy, Caroline Flocari, Tess Kim, Susan Manning, Jessica McCuaig, Caitlin Menczel, Caroline
Paquette, Jacqueline Neapole, Elizabeth Seibel, Jessica Touhey, and Miriam Illman-White.
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Editor’s Note / Note de l’éditrice
It has been a pleasure working with the artists and authors behind this edition of The
F-Word. I think it is of utmost importance that women across generations work together
and exchange ideas and analysis and I am proud of what the F-Word has become. I truly
hope you enjoy the pieces we’ve put together and that our passion for feminist creative
expression inspires you to contribute your own submission! Also, a huge thank you to LUSH
Fresh Handmade Cosmetics for partnering with us and helping us expand this project. If you
have any suggestions about ways to improve the Feminist Word please contact us at fword.
efem@criaw-icref.ca
Ce fut un plaisir de travailler avec les artistes et les auteurs de cette édition d’Expressions
féministes. Je pense qu’il est de la plus haute importance que les femmes de toutes les
générations travaillent ensemble et échangent des idées et des analyses, et je suis fière
de ce que Expressions féministes est devenu. J’espère sincèrement que vous apprécierez
les morceaux que nous avons rassemblés et que notre passion pour l’expression créative
féministe vous inspire à contribuer votre propre soumission! De plus, un grand merci à
LUSH cosmétiques frais faits à la main pour leur partenariat et nous avoir aider à accroître
ce projet. Si vous avez des suggestions sur les façons d’améliorer Expressions féministes,
veuillez nous contacter à fword.efem@criaw-icref.ca
Cyndia Mondésir is an undergraduate student at the
University of Ottawa, studying communications and public
relations. She is devoted to women’s rights and world
developement. When she is not working you can find her
reading, writing, playing the ukelele and solving sudokus
in her onesie!
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ABOUT
L’histoire

Expressions féministes (soit The F-Word) a été produite par et pour les jeunes femmes canadiennes.
Nous visons à magnifier les voix des jeunes féministes canadiennes à travers une plateforme qui leur
permet d’exprimer leurs pensées et leurs priorités concernant l’égalité des femmes au Canada. Notre
objectif est d’offrir une espace significative dans lequel des femmes âgées de 15 à 29 ans peuvent
contribuer au mouvement des femmes.
Nous vous invitons à nous envoyer vos soumissions en française ou anglais toute l’année, y compris :
des articles, la poésie, l’art, la photographie, des critiques (de littérature, films, musiques) et récits. Alors
envoyez-nous votre soumission aujourd’hui et elle pourrait figurer dans une prochaine édition!
Expressions féministes a été conçue à l’origine par les femmes suivantes: Sarah Baker, Stacy Corneau,
Rachelle DeSorcy, Caroline Flocari, Tess Kim, Susan Manning, Jessica McCuaig, Caitlin Menczel,
Caroline Paquette, Jacqueline Neapole, Elizabeth Seibel, Jessica Touhey, et Miriam Illman-White.
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